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Abstract—Crowdsensing leverages the pervasiveness and
power of mobile devices, such as smartphones and tablets, to
enable ordinary citizens to collect, transport and verify data.
Application domains range from environment monitoring, to
infrastructure management and social computing. Crowdsensing
services’ effectiveness is a direct result of their coverage, which is
driven by the recruitment and mobility patterns of participants.
Due to the typically uneven population distributions of most
areas, and the regular mobility patterns of participants, less
popular or populated areas suffer from poor coverage.
In this paper, we present Crowd Soft Control (CSC), an
approach to exert limited control over the actions of participants
by leveraging the built-in incentives of location-based gaming and
social applications. By pairing crowdsensing with location-based
applications, CSC allows sensing services to reuse the incentives
of location-based apps to steer the actions of participating
users and increase the effectiveness of sensing campaigns. While
there are several domains where this intentional movement is
useful such as data muling, this paper presents the design,
implementation and evaluation of CSC applied to crowdsensing.
We built a prototype of CSC and integrated it with two locationbased applications, and crowdsensing services. Our experimental
results demonstrate the low-cost of integration and minimal
overhead of CSC.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Smartphones and tablets are rapidly becoming a ubiquitous
and powerful computing and sensing platform. It is estimated
that over 96% of the world’s population today (128% in
developed nations) has a mobile phone and the fraction of
smartphones among them is increasing daily [26]. Today’s
smartphones are commonly equipped with several gigabytes of
storage, multiple cameras, microphones, motion and location
sensors, as well as networking options including cellular,
Bluetooth, and WiFi.
The pervasiveness and power of these devices have inspired
a variety of community sensing services that crowdsource
the monitoring, data transport and reporting tasks to device
carrying participants. Examples of such mobile services range
from WiFi mapping, waste disposal [5], place and route
characterization [8], [36], transportation analysis [13] and
noise pollution monitoring [24], to cite just a few.
For many of these services, their effectiveness is a direct
result of their coverage. A noise pollution map should at
least include every area people visit. Coverage, in turn, is
driven by the scale and mobility patterns of participants. Given
the typically uneven population distribution, and the regular

mobility patterns of participants, areas will suffer from poor
coverage [7].
The challenge is to ensure coverage without depending
on large-scale adoption or particular mobility patterns. We
address this challenge building on a simple idea – reuse the
incentives mechanisms in location-based gaming and social
networking apps to exert limited control over people’s actions.
We call this approach called Crowd Soft Control (CSC).
In order for CSC to become viable within the domain of
crowdsensing, CSC needs to provide high utility to sensing
researchers with minimal impact to the hosting applications.
In light of these, we designed CSC around the following
three guidelines: it should be easy to integrate, not impact
application user experience and not limit the functionality
of crowdsensing services. CSC must be simple to incorporate into existing mobile applications in order for it to be
adopted by developers. Similarly, CSC also cannot hinder
the intended functionality or user experience of the host
application. This includes any performance penalties imposed
from the background sensing service, and any location or
incentive transformations. Finally, CSC must allow fully capable crowdsensing services, and support resource sharing
between multiple sensing campaigns. While we present the
implementation and evaluation CSC applied in the context
of crowdsensing services, there are several domains where
this intentional movement could be beneficial (such as datamuling).
Contributions: We make three main contributions: (1) We
extend Crowd Soft Control, first presented in an earlier
position paper [34], an approach to leverage the incentives
of existing location-based application to steer participants in
crowdsourced sensing. (2) We describe the design (§ III) and
implementation of a full CSC prototype and its integration in
different example applications (§ IV). (3) We report real-world
evaluation results of our ideas with 2 different applications,
and example crowdsensing tasks to demonstrate the lowoverhead and high effectiveness of Crowd Soft Control (§ V).
II. C ROWD S OFT C ONTROL
Crowdsensing – defined as individuals with sensing and
computing devices collectively sharing information to measure
and map phenomena of common interest [14], has seen rapid
growth over the last few years. Much of this growth has
come from the foreseen and eventual availability of pervasive,

the incentives of this growing class of apps to address key
challenges in crowdsensing.

Fig. 1. An example mobile location-based game – “Rescue Rush”. Users
(represented as the giant cat) earn points by passing over game objects
projected to onto their physical locations. CSC proposes to couple game
objectives with crowdsensing tasks.

always-connected, resource-rich mobile devices (e.g., [5], [8],
[36], [13], [24]).
Crowdsensing services have typically followed either a
participatory or opportunistic approach. Participatory crowdsensing explicitly involves users’ actions, while opportunistic
crowdsensing operates without requiring user involvement.
Independent of the adopted approach, the effectiveness of
most crowdsensing campaigns is largely a function of the
coverage of its participants. For instance, the value of noise
pollution studies for city planners and the effectiveness of
the resulting policy decisions are a direct function of the
fidelity and coverage of the resulting noise maps [11]. To
ensure the necessary coverage, previous crowdsensing services
have assumed, explicitly or not, large recruitments and either
random or semi-random mobility patterns for its participants [42], [10], [30]. Most deployments, however, tend to
have limited coverage/recruitment. Limited scale combined
with the mobility patterns of humans, which have been
shown to be highly predictable independently of the traveled
distance [38], means that most areas of interest will go
unmapped.
The same pervasiveness of sensor rich devices have enabled
a growing number of location-based gaming and social applications [27], [12], [19], [29]. These applications bridge the gap
between the virtual world and the physical world. Location
based games such as Parallel Kingdom or Google’s Ingress
have mobile players interact with an augmented reality. Ingress
is a massively multiplayer location based game. There have
been suggestions that Google may be using this game not only
for entertainment, but for collecting geo-tagged information as
well [17]. Parallel Kingdom is another recent location-based,
multiplayer game set in a virtual, augmented world. In these
parallel kingdoms, users can claim territories based on their
GPS location or by making friends who invite them to travel
to new places. Check-in services by Foursquare and Facebook
allow users to “check-in” to locations such as restaurants
and points of interest, earning rewards such as badges and
business discounts in the case of Foursquare. CSC leverages

A. Incentive-reuse for Control
A number of projects have began to explore incentive
mechanisms to aid recruitment and to influence participant
behavior in mobile crowdsourcing. While some studies have
attempted to characterize part of the space (e.g., [32], [35]),
largely looking at different macro incentive structures such
as micro-payments, the variety and effectiveness of incentive
mechanisms in this context is a topic of open research.
Rather than designing new incentive mechanisms, CSC
reuses existing incentives mechanisms already known to work.
Again using Ingress as an example, a recent survey of its users
found that 79% of them were willing to travel up to 10km
as part of the game [23]. In a related concept, gamification
tries to provide incentive to users by adding certain gaming
elements such as badges and leaderboards to traditionally ungamed actions. In contrast, CSC reuses the built-in incentives
in existing games and social network applications, at the
same time leveraging their existing user-base and recruitment
efforts [42].
Consider the following scenario. Alice, an environmental
scientist, is trying to generate a noise pollution map of
a growing urban area. Given the large area of study, she
decides to implement this using crowdsensing to leverage the
high-end microphones available in many smartphones today.
Alice quickly identifies, in her first try, that despite a decent
participant base most of the noise samples seem to come
from a few, clearly popular, areas in the city. For her second
try, Alice turns to CSC and begins collaborating with Bob,
the author of a virtual scavenger hunt game. Alice provides
the areas and times from which she needs noise samples for
her noise pollution mapping service to CSC. These sensing
requests are translated into requests for individual players of
Bob’s game and inserted into the game space at the target
locations and times. When a player achieves an objective as
part of gameplay, the CSC run-time library captures the Alice’s
requested noise sample and reports this to her noise mapping
service.
While we have focused our discussion on steering mobility,
the soft control afforded through CSC can help crowdsensing
services in other ways such as improving the quality of the
sensing samples (e.g., longer noise samples, in our example) or
the efficiency of sensing data transport through a data-muling
service. In Park et al. [28], for instance, the authors illustrate
the impact of mobility and loiter time of participants in the
success and performance of a data muling service and show
that intentional mobility, in contrast with opportunistic mobility, may be necessary for many common sensor deployments.
The following sections outline the design and implementation of CSC, and illustrate our ideas in the context of a
crowdsensing application.
III. CSC D ESIGN
CSC is based on the idea of pairing mobile application
incentives to the needs of the underlying crowdsensing service.

A. Problem Description
It is possible to formulate CSC as an optimization problem:
to maximize the value of each paired application location to
the associated sensing campaigns, while minimizing the cost
incurred to the hosting application.
Each mobile application A has a set of locations L bound
to the application’s context, and related incentives I (e.g.
the value of a ghost in a GhostHunting game). Each sensing
campaign C has a particular phenomena which it wishes to
monitor through participatory sensing, and its own set of
locations to test, Ls .
Each sensing location, `, has a value v(`) to each campaign.
This value is determined by each campaign C and depends
highly on the phenomena being investigated. This value is
also dependent on the existing measurements recorded by the
sensing service, and the temporal properties of the phenomena
itself. For instance, the authors of [18] show that the value
of each measurement in a Gaussian process can be derived
through the mutual information of each new measurement.
Each CSC modification to a host application incurs a cost,
potentially zero, by deviating from that host application’s
original execution. Depending on the nature of the underlying
host application, locations can be translated to a more preferred location, `s , for a sensing campaign. The cost of each
translation, cL (`, `s ), depends on the behavior of each host
application. For example, the cost for changing locations can
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In order to provide high utility to sensing researchers with
minimal impact to hosting applications, CSC follows three
key guidelines: it should be easy to integrate, not impact
application user experience and not limit the capability of the
crowdsensing service. CSC must be simple to incorporate into
existing mobile applications in order for developers to adopt it.
Similarly, CSC also cannot hinder the intended functionality
or user experience of the host application. This includes any
performance penalties imposed from the background sensing
service, and any location or incentive transformations. Finally,
CSC must allow fully capable crowdsensing services, and
permit resource sharing between multiple sensing campaigns.
Figure 2 illustrates the key CSC architectural components
and a typical workflow for a researcher’s sensing campaign
requirements. Researchers submit a set of Campaign Requirements to the Experiment Manager, a part of the CSC Cloud
Service. When an augmented Host Application makes a request
to CSC, it passes through the CSC Device Service on the
mobile device, where the request it received by the Broker.
The Broker matches the request to a set of sensing campaigns,
and distributes at set of discrete Sensing Tasks back to the
application.
In the following section, we describe the problem of Crowd
Soft Control, and define its application to crowdsensing.
We the describe the three main design components, the
Researcher, the CSC Cloud Service, the CSC Device Runtime
and the Host Application, and, define the interfaces which exist
between them.

Fig. 2. CSC Architecture and workflow.

be the distance between the original point ` and the preferred
point `p , normalized against an upper bound radius.
CSC also modifies or reassigns the assignment of incentives
to host applications. Again, this changes the original application execution, incurring a cost, cI (i, is ). The magnitude of
this cost is also dependent on the nature of the host application.
For each set of locations used by an application, CSC
attempts to P
minimize the net cost for each set of points,
net cost =
cL (`, `s ) + cI (ı, is ).
B. CSC Interfaces
CSC presents two interfaces: the researcher submitting sensing campaign descriptions (Campaign Requirements) and the
host application that accepts CSC location recommendations
(Sensing Tasks) and incorporates them into the application
space.
1) Interface with Sensing Researchers: Since CSC modifies
host application execution through a combination of location
translations and incentive modifications, application developers are required to modify their application code. To ease this
requirement, we have designed the interface between CSC and
host applications to be as simple as possible.
Crowdsensing researchers, such as Alice in our previous
example, issue a set of Campaign Requirements associated
with a given sensing campaign. Campaign requirements in
CSC, similar to those in [9], [30], specify the physical bounds
of their sensing campaign and the parameters of the sensors
used. Figure 3 shows an example set of requirements for the
noise sampling campaign.
We chose a simplified set of requirements. These requirements state the location, time and action to be taken by a
CSC registered device when sensing, as well as the number
of samples needed (frequency).
Location is stated in terms of latitude and longitude, and
optionally altitude, heading, and pitch. Time includes date and
clock time for launching a sensing action. Both location and
time are stated as ranges (e.g., start and end time), rather than
specific points

<requirements>
<area>
<l o c a t i o n >
<p o i n t >42.3; −87.65 </ p o i n t >
<p o i n t >42.56; −87.554 </ p o i n t >
<p o i n t >42.23; −87.345 </ p o i n t >
<p o i n t >42.3 , −87.55 </ p o i n t >
</ l o c a t i o n >
</area>
<s t a r t −time >2011−08−03 11:23:54 </ s t a r t −time>
<end−time >2011−9−03 11:59:59 </ end−time>
<a c t i o n >
<sensor>microphone </ sensor>
<d u r a t i o n u n i t s = ” seconds ” >3</ d u r a t i o n >
</ a c t i o n >
<f r e q u e n c y u n i t s = ” hour ” >25</frequency>
</ requirements>
Fig. 3. Example Campaign Requirements for a sensing campaign capturing
noise pollution.

Actions states the parameters for the sensing action requested which depends on both the sensing campaign and
particular devices. For example, the microphone action contains parameters such as the duration of the recording and the
sampling rate.
2) Interface with Host Application: These set of broad requirements are translated into individual tasks and distributed
to users of integrated host applications, such as players of
Bob’s virtual scavenger hunt game. Bob’s scavenger hunt game
first retrieves the set of points which it would display to the
user, and passes them to the CSC Device Runtime as a set of
locations. From this set of original locations, the CSC Device
Runtime generates a new set of preferred locations. These
Sensing Points contain the new preferred locations, as well
as the priority of each location as a number between 0 and
1. The host application incorporates this updated location and
incentive information into its current context.
Host applications become part of the CSC platform by
adding a few lines of code (25 SLOC in an example application § V-B). CSC provides interfaces for the developer to
incorporate spatial and temporal constraints and priority of a
sensing task into its execution. Incorporating the spatial and
temporal constraints of a sensing task is relatively straightforward for location-based applications. Sensing task location
and temporal targets can be incorporated as new or modified
targets (e.g., changing the location of a game objective) in an
application. In addition, application developers can account for
sensing task priorities by selecting among possible objectives
or adjusting relative incentives (e.g., points in a scavenger
hunt) in their application.
The host application has no knowledge of the underlying
sensing task. All information regarding which sensor to use,
and sensing campaign information is maintained in the CSC
Device Runtime.
C. CSC Cloud Service
The CSC Cloud Service consists of four main components:
the Experiment Manager, the Registration Service, the Broker

and the Report Manager. The Registration Service handles
the registration of the mobile device, researcher, and host
application, and distributes authentication keys to each party
be used within CSC services. The Experiment Manager
accepts requests submitted from researchers, holds budgeting
information about the number of sensing tasks distributed
and completed, and can be queried from other CSC services
to return experiments within a spatial or temporal range.
The Report Manager tracks the state information of assigned
sensing tasks as well as the corresponding sensing reports
issued by devices. These reports, which can be aggregated
similarly to AnonySense [9], are used to respond to queries
from researchers. The CSC Broker uses sensing requirements,
device context and CSC platform policies to coordinate resource allocation between researchers and participant devices.
The Broker combines the set of experiment requirements (from
the Experiment Manager), the history of current and past
sensing task assignments (from the Report Manager), and the
current advertised state from the mobile device to generate a
set of task assignments.
1) Matchmaking and Scheduling: CSC implements a 3part scheduling between the CSC Cloud Service and the CSC
Device Runtime: (i) the scheduler first matches campaign
requirements between the capabilities of CSC hosting applications, (ii) calculates preferred locations, and (iii) determines
optimal incentive modifications.
The Matchmaking returns a set of experiments which are
compatible with the requesting mobile device. Within the CSC
cloud service, the Experiment Manager offers an interface
to query for compatible requirements. This query takes a
state vector containing a location, time and set of available
actions, and returns a set of experiments. CSC treats each
experiment requirement as a multidimensional volume with
each axis represented by experiment parameters (i.e. latitude,
longitude, time, available actions). Each request represents a
multidimensional point in space. Compatible experiments are
found by determining if the point is surrounded by the polygon
in each dimension as described in Sutherland et al. [39].
With the set of campaign requirements selected, the next
step of CSC scheduling is to find the location translations
from the set of original locations provided by the CSC hosting
application, which maximize the net value given the value of
each point to the sensing campaign, v(`), and the cost to the
host application cL (`, `s ).
When computing the optimal set of preferred locations, the
value of each sensing location is highly dependent on phenomena being sensed. There exist several methods to determine
the value of a measurement obtained from optimal sensor
placement problems, including the use of entropy [31], mutual
information [16] and spatial metrics [15]. For simplicity of
implementation, our system assumes a uniform distribution
of each phenomena in space, and calculates the value based
on the geographic distance between each proposed point and
each existing measurement. While this may not be optimal for
many sensing phenomena, the system can be easily extended
to include any of the methods described above.

Once the set of preferred locations has been obtained, the
scheduler then assigns normalized incentive values based on
the results of the value function for each preferred location.
These results are then returned to the CSC Device Runtime
where they are delivered to the host application for integration.
Our design focuses on generalizing the interface between
sensing campaigns and host applications. However, one can
imagine the use of predictive mobility models similar to Reddy
et al. [33], or history based models which track compliance
and mobility under different mobile applications used with
CSC, however, these enhancements are out of the scope of
this paper.
D. CSC Device Runtime
The CSC Device Runtime is made up of the CSC Device
Service (daemon) and the CSC Device Libraries. The CSC
Device Service handles device registration, communication
with CSC clouds services, and all sensing actions within CSC.
The Device Libraries are integrated into each host application
and communicate between that application and the CSC device
service.
At initialization, CSC determines the sensing capabilities
of the device and registers it with the CSC Cloud Service.
The heterogeneity of mobile devices means that different
devices contain different sensors and possess different capabilities. Phones resources can range in the number and
quality of microphones and cameras, the presence of compass, accelerometers, gyroscopes, light and proximity sensors.
Registration allows a device to announce its presence to CSC
and report its capabilities. The device capabilities are used for
matching sensing task to devices. We are exploring alternative
approaches to ensure user privacy, including cloaking and
measurement aggregation [9].
The Device Libraries interact with the hosting application in
two instances: (i) when a new request for sensing locations is
issued and (ii) when the application detects the sensing tasks
requirements are satisfied. This interaction requires modifying
the hosting application at the corresponding points in its source
code. The first is the during the querying of in-game locations,
the Request, and when the application detects the user context
matches a task requirements, the Callback. In Sec. V-B we
show that these changes are generally small and localized.
E. Hosting Application
CSC has two main requirements of hosting mobile applications, the use of physical locations with bound incentives.
Within the classes of location-based applications, there are
those with flexible locations, including games such as Parallel
Kingdom [29], and fixed locations which involve existing
landmarks and points of interest, such as a photo hunting
game.
Depending on the flexibility of locations within each application, CSC is able to offer different utility to sensing
campaigns. For applications with a large degree of location
flexibility, such as role-playing, adventure games or pointcapture games where users must collect items around them,

(a) Augmented Reality

(b) Map

Fig. 4. The augmented reality and map screen of our GhostHunter game.

CSC can have more freedom to translate the application’s
original locations toward more preferred locations, and provide
greater value for associated sensing campaigns.
Unfortunately, those applications without flexibility in their
location, and that lack variable incentives for users are unable
to be used as CSC host applications.
Additionally, CSC hosting applications can offer different
levels of sensing services, depending on the level of control
offered by the application itself. For example, the two host
applications we evaluate in Section V enact different levels of
control over user movements. For instance, our GhostHunter
application incorporates an augmented reality element into
gameplay. In order to achieve an objective, the user must
point their device’s camera at a particular heading and zenith
in a particular location; whereas the geocaching application
only affects a user’s location with no control over device
orientation. Therefore, campaigns requiring the camera would
only be accessible to users of the GhostHunter application.
IV. I MPLEMENTATION
We developed a fully operational prototype for CSC, consisting of the CSC Cloud Service and the CSC Device Runtime
system. We implemented the CSC Cloud Service in Python
(1,020 SLOC) as a webservice running within the Django 1
framework, backed by a MySQL server. All functions are
accessed through A REST interface. Our prototype implementation executes requirement matching, location translation, task
dissemination, measurement recording and scheduling.
The CSC device runtime system is implemented as a library
for the Android 4.2 operating system consisting of 4,258
lines of Java code. The library consists of a background
service which handles registration of the device with CSC,
communication with the CSC cloud service, and executes
each sensing action. A list of currently implemented sensing
modules is shown in Table I.
A. Hosting Applications
We integrated CSC into two different hosting applications –
a homegrown augmented reality game (GhostHunter) and an
open-source geocaching game (c:geo2 ).
a) GhostHunter: GhostHunter is a proof-of-concept augmented reality game for Android. In GhostHunter, a player
1 http://www.djangoproject.com
2 http://cgeo.com

Description
Takes Photographs
Records noise measurements
Records access points and RSSI
Performs a ping to host
Performs a traceroute to host
Runs a Network Diagnostic Test

TABLE I
AVAILABLE SENSORS WITHIN S ENSING R EQUIREMENTS

chases ghosts and other monsters around their neighborhood
and “zaps” them by capturing their photo through an augmented reality display. All targets have an associated reward
value. We chose this augmented-reality game model as it
supports the most control over a user’s device; in addition
to a user’s location and time, the exact position of a ghost
allows us to control the heading and orientation of the device
as well.
The game consists of two parts: a map screen and an
augmented reality display. To play, the user walks around
toward the location of “ghosts” which are overlaid on the
map screen. When sufficiently close, the game switches to an
augmented reality mode in which the player follows arrows
on the screen to place the ghost in their cross hairs. Once
the ghost is within their sights, the player is able to capture it.
GhostHunter is implemented in about 3,500 lines of Java code.
Screen shots of our GhostHunter app are shown in Figure 4.
b) Geo-caching: We used an open-sourced geo-caching
application named c:geo3 to illustrate the cost of integrating
CSC into an unfamiliar codebase. In geo-caching players place
caches, hidden containers holding small treasures, all over the
globe, and publish their geographic coordinates for others to
find. When one finds a cache, the tradition is to swap one
of the existing treasures for one of your own, thus creating a
connection with others in the geo-caching community.
Each cache exists as a physical object and a fixed location,
so, unlike GhostHunter, we cannot merely change the location
of the objectives, otherwise the player will find no caches. We
instead must use the given points to take measurements.
The incentive structure of c:geo geo-caching is slightly
different than GhostHunter since there are no in-game rewards.
The incentive is the enjoyment of finding the cache and
connecting with those previously there. Within the c:geo online
database are ratings and comments from previous finders. We
modify the ratings of the caches based on the proximity to
sensing tasks. While this alters the particular ratings of a cache
location, it does not fundamentally change the user experience.
V. E VALUATION
In this section, we present results from our evaluation of
CSC, including the potential of our approach for steering
user actions, the overhead of integrating and using our CSC
prototype and its potential benefits in three concrete studies 4 .
3 http://cgeo.org
4 A series of case studies representing a fourth evaluation measure were
conducted, but were omitted for space constraints
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Fig. 5. Distance travelled by participants for each game item from their
determined baseline path. The majority of users on phase 3 travelled further.

A. Potential of Crowd Soft Control
Our first experiments aimed to characterize the flexibility of
users’ mobility patterns during game play (i.e., how far and
how long are users willing to travel for a game objective?).
Through this experiment we show (i) that in-game rewards can
motivate people outside of their baseline mobility paths and
that (ii) greater in-game rewards result in higher movement
distances.
We run the experiment over the course of four days in April
2013, engaging 22 undergraduate students using their personal
Android mobile device. We collected data through the use
of our instrumented GhostHunter application which recorded
and reported user-game interaction, our CSC mobile device
framework which reported task measurements, along with a
logging application which recorded a user’s mobility profile
through out the experiment. Participants were given a $20 gift
card for their successful participation in the experiment.
The experiment was split into three phases, a baseline, a
fixed-incentive and a variable-incentive phase, each lasting 24
hours.
Baseline Phase: The first phase of the experiment sets the
mobility baseline for each user for later comparison. A logging
application recorded each device’s GPS location at 5 minute
intervals. This collection of GPS traces constitute a user’s
baseline mobility profile.
Fixed Incentives: Users were instructed to play GhostHunter
for a total of 30 minutes during the day. The experiment
game took place entirely on the university’s campus, and game
objectives were bounded by its geography. Game locations
were chosen at random, with a total of 20 objectives on the
map at any given times. A new objective was created upon
completion. All game objectives were worth 100 points.
Variable Incentives In this last phase, we measure the user
response to different incentive values for game objectives.
Participants were asked to play for an additional 30 minutes
during that day. Point values of each objective was determined
by its distance to that particular user’s baseline path recorded
during Phase 1. The values ranged from 50 to 400 points
depending on the distance calculated.
c) Findings: We compute the traveled distance as the
shortest Euclidean Distance between the baseline mobility path
and the measurement point. Figure 5 plots these distances. As
the figure shows, users travelled an average of 264 meters

700

Distance Travelled for In-Game Rewards

Distance Travelled (m)

600
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Application
GhostHunter
GhostHunter
GhostHunter
c:geo
c:geo
c:geo

between their baseline paths and each measurement with
Fixed Incentives (phase 2) and an average of 392 meters,
48% increase, when varying the point value of the different
objectives.
Figure 6 plots the distance travelled from each user’s
baseline mobility path to each objective against the game value
of a point. As it is clear from the figure, users were willing to
travel the extra distance for the additional in-game rewards.
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TABLE II
C OST TO INTEGRATE SOFT CONTROL INTO OUR EXAMPLE GAME IN TERMS
OF NUMBER OF ADDITIONAL LINES OF CODE USED . CSC WAS
INTEGRATED WITH LESS THAN 25 LINES OF ADDITIONAL CODE .
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Fig. 6. Distance travelled by users in phase 3 plotted against the point value
offered within the game. Distance traveled was strongly correlated with game
points.
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Fig. 7. Additional application latency induced with CSC. The integration
of CSC results on a median latency difference of 61 ms, imperceptible to
users [4].

C. Micro Benchmarks
B. Cost of Integration
We measure the cost of integration based on the extent of
changes necessary to incorporate CSC in a hosting application.
We use the total number of SLOC added or modified as our
metric.
Each location-based application communicates with the
CSC device service through Android interprocess communication. At different times while executing (e.g., as the game
progresses), an application requests locations from the CSC
daemon using getCSCLocations([location set]).
Where [location set] is a set of (latitude, longitude) pairs
of original application locations. A collection containing the
original location, the new CSC preferred location, and the
location priority.
When the user reaches the specified location, a callback
is fired to CSC through performCSCAction() to carry
out the predetermined action from the sensing task (e.g.,
taking a sound sample). A callback mechanism lets us reuse
the location detection capabilities existent in location-based
applications and is more efficient than an alternative CSC
driven pull model.
To integrate CSC one must include calls and associated
handlers for both tasks, and add logic to incorporate sensing
task priorities (if applicable). This can be done with minimal
changes. Table II reports the number of lines needed to
integrate CSC in both GhostHunter Game and the open
source c:geo geo-caching application. The maximum number
of SLOC added/modified was 25 (22 for c:geo). While the
specific numbers depend on the particular hosting application,
we believe the integration task to have relatively low-overhead
given its minimal interface.

We estimate the impact of using the CSC library to the
hosting applications in terms of additional processing delay
and network usage. These tests were performed on a Samsung
Galaxy S3 phone running Android 4.2.
1) Induced Application Latency: One of the main concerns
with CSC integration is noticeable performance differences
between original applications and those integrated with CSC.
We estimate the perceived impact of CSC integration on an
application by measuring the additional latency in the application’s execution during CSC activities. Performance penalties
manifest themselves as delayed responsiveness within the
application such as the application’s response time to user
input or the time between game screens.
We measured this application responsiveness within
GhostHunter recording the time taken to capture a Ghost in the
game both with and without CSC integration. When the player
“captures” the ghost, the capture is recorded as part of the
game and the game returns the user to the Map screen. When
CSC is involved, at the time of the ghost capture a callback
to the CSC runtime library results in a sensing measurement
sampling.
The time between when a user presses the capture button
and when the new screen loads is the event latency in
GhostHunter. Any additional time incurred by CSC activities is
the performance impact of CSC integration. We measured this
additional latency from when a user presses the capture button,
to when the map screen completed loading. We ran 100 trials
within GhostHunter with and without CSC, and measured the
response time. Figure 7 plots the results of this experiment.
As the figure shows, CSC added delays are minimal and
imperceptible to users [4]. On average, the additional latency

Function
Task Request
Measurement - camera
Measurement - microphone
Measurement - wifi

Mean
3.27
492.8
4.56
2.2

Min
1.15
258
1.8
0.89

Max
5.73
680
7.5
4.34

TABLE III
N ETWORK USAGE FOR CSC DEVICE RUNTIME FUNCTIONS PER
INVOCATION ( IN K B).

imposed is only 66 ms, and a 90th percentile additional latency
of only 72 ms.
2) Network Usage: Last, we measured CSC overhead with
regard to additional network usage incurred by the framework.
We used the network profiler included in the Android 4.2
SDK to capture the amount of data transferred to our servers.
We distinguish between measurement and non-measurement
traffic data since the amount of data transferred depends on
the type of measurement desired (e.g. a photo contains more
information that a wireless network measurement). Table III
shows that while certain measurements such as photos can
take on average of nearly 500 kB, prolonged use of CSC
could potentially add significant network traffic; however,
since measurement data is not time sensitive, it would be trivial
to require that all measurement traffic be transferred over Wifi
interfaces.
VI. D ISCUSSION
By coupling crowdsensing services with third-party mobile
applications, CSC diverges from traditional crowdsensing applications and frameworks. In particular, we discuss how CSC
recruits participants for measurements and how it maintains
the privacy and security of its users.
In terms of user recruitment, CSC shifts the target up from
individual users towards mobile application developers. We believe this may be a preferable approach to more common pure
crowdsourcing models that require each individual participant
to be “enlisted”. With CSC, a single developer has the potential
to reach a large number of users depending on the popularity
of her application. In addition, we see a possibility for models
like CSC as a way for developers to be compensated for their
mobile applications as an alternative for ad-supported models.
As is the case with all location based systems, including
mobile micro-task markets, existing mobile crowdsourcing
systems and location based games/applications, privacy remains an open concern for users. By design, CSC retains
no identifiable information from the users. All information is
stored with a unique ID that is randomly assigned to each
client. There is still the opportunity for identification to be
inferred from geographic context [37]. However, CSC adds
no additional loss of privacy beyond that of existing host
application.
Similarly, there is a potential risk of allowing researchers
to “lure” users toward potentially dangerous areas. We argue
that CSC does not add to the risks already present in any
location-based application. As augmented reality gamers can
be trusted to exercise their best judgement during play, users
of extended location-based applications should be trusted to

apply that same judgement to the suggestions made through
CSC.
VII. R ELATED W ORK
This paper builds upon the earlier work of Rula et al. [34],
and is inspired by much previous work on mobile sensing
systems [18], mobility analysis and incentives in the context
of crowdsensing. To the best of our knowledge, CSC is the
first approach to mate existing applications and their incentives
with crowdsensing tasks.
Crowdsensing platforms. Several mobile sensing platforms
have been proposed and implemented in recent years (e.g. [9],
[10], [22], [30]). Anonysense [9] primarily focuses on mobile
user privacy. It uses a pull based method of distributing sensing
tasks which is shared by CSC. PRISM [10], Bubble Sensing [22], and Medusa [30], three other related frameworks,
distribute sensing tasks to participating users. PRISM allows
the execution of remote code on participating devices, Bubble
Sensing introduces an abstraction to tie physical locations
to tasks, and Medusa generates crowdsensing work flows
across multiple devices. Like CSC, these platforms aggregate
sensing tasks and disseminate them to mobile users based on
contextual information.
Mobility patterns and sensing. Previous studies have shown
the benefits controlled (or predictable) mobility can have on
sensing coverage and routing efficiency [21], [2], [3], [6], [28].
Reddy et al. put forward a closely related idea leveraging
participant’s previous location traces to guide scheduling
in participatory sensing campaigns [33]. While predictive
methods can help optimize existing mobility patterns, they are
unable to direct measurements to currently uncovered areas.
These platforms do not offer any form of “control” over
participants’ actions relying on either opportunistic interactions or participatory volunteer response for coverage. Our
work attempts to gain partial control over participants actions
through the reuse of applications built-in incentives.
Incentive Design. Recent work has started to explore the
use of incentive mechanisms in crowd sensing applications
to address recruitment and data collection issues found in
early sensing platforms [35]. Sik et al. [20] proposes a market
mechanism for pricing participatory sensing data. Yang et
al. [43] devises both a platform-centric and user-centric model
of incentive mechanisms for crowdsourcing to smartphones.
Reddy et al. [32] investigated the effects of different micropayment incentive structures on participatory sensing performance. While our work avoids the difficult challenge of
modeling human response to incentives, and instead relies on
incentives already known to work in existing applications, it
could benefit from better incentive mechanisms.
Games with a purpose. Similar to Games with a Purpose [41], CSC attempts to utilize indirect incentives to
help motivate users to complete system-level goals. Several
applications have used the idea of games as platforms for
crowdsourcing activities by developing games which specifically exploit human computation during game play [40], [1],

[25]. Unlike this previous work, CSC exploits mobile game
play from applications not designed for crowdsourcing.
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IX. C ONCLUSION
We have presented Crowd Soft Control and demonstrated
the benefits of this approach in crowdsensing. By pairing the
sensing requirements of crowdsensing services with locationbased applications, CSC allows researchers to leverage an
application’s incentives (e.g. game objectives) to control the
movement of participating users, increasing the effectiveness
and efficiency of sensing campaigns. We implemented and
evaluated CSC in the context of two mobile applications. Our
evaluation shows the low cost of integrating CSC into existing
applications and, through micro-benchmarks, the minimal
overhead it imposes our run-time system on the mobile device
and hosting application.
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